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pronto
adverb [ not gradable ]  •  infml

US   /ˈprɑn·toʊ /

quickly and without delay:
 

When you get fresh corn, eat it pronto.•

EXAMPLES of pronto

pronto
She walked out pronto on this miserable louse, no whining, no regrets.

From New York Post 
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Meaning of pronto in English
  

pronto
adverb  •  informal

US   /ˈprɑːn.t̬oʊ /  UK   /ˈprɒn.təʊ /

promptly

quickly and without delay:

Synonym

 

I'll send those off pronto, before I forget.•

  SMART Vocabulary: related words and phrases

a stitch in time (saves nine) idiom

ado

at/in one fell swoop idiom

cuff

directly

instantaneous

instantaneously

instantly

no sooner said than done idiom

off the bat idiom

second

spot

straight

Immediately
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